**Mill Park Primary Combo**

**FOR LUNCH ORDERS ONLY**

**Pack 1: PASTARAMA $6.00**
Lasagne or Mac & Cheese with a Quench drink and a free muffin.

**Pack 2: SILLY SANDWICH $6.00**
A salad sandwich with chicken or ham, with a Quench drink and a free muffin.

**Pack 3: COOL DOG $5.00**
Hot dog with a Quench drink and a free choc chip cookie (additional) sauce 20c, cheese 20c.

**Pack 4: PIEMANIA $5.80**
Light meat pie with a Quench drink and a choc chip cookie (additional) sauce 20c.

**Pack 5: PIZZA PARADISE $5.50**
Margarita or Hawaiian pizza with a Quench drink and a free muffin.

**Pack 6: ROCKING ROLL SAUSAGE $5.00**
Sausage roll with a Quench drink and a free muffin (additional) sauce 20c.

**Pack 7: WORMY NOODLES $5.00**
Noodles in a cup (chicken or beef) with a Quench drink and a free choc chip cookie.

**Pack 8: DINOSAUR DASH $6.00**
6 Dinosnacks with a Quench drink and a free muffin.

THIS MENU IS EFFECTIVE FROM THE 1ST OF MARCH 2013